MESH Automation:
Accuracy & Repeatability

Nexen works hard to maintain their high
customer satisfaction rate, but no one can tell the
story better than the customers. MESH Automation
was looking to solve a different problem. They’d
reviewed several technical solutions, such as ball
screw or belt drive, and talked to other motion control experts. They chose the Nexen Roller Pinion Systems
(RPS). We’ll let them tell you why.

The Challenge: MESH needed a motion-controlled linear system that could meet the positional accuracy,
repeatability, and longevity requirements of a robot transfer unit for medium payload (<75 kg) robots. Nexen’s
RPS moves at up to 4 m/s with repeatability of .005 mm and positional accuracy of .003 mm, while offering
MESH the option to easily upsize and customize for specific applications.
“Nexen’s application engineering department was very professional, responsive and offered various solutions including
custom designs if needed. Additionally, we required competitive commercial requirements and long-term availability of
components. It was a plus that Nexen manufactures in the US
with a convenient location to an international airport. Nexen’s
RPS product eventually won the business due to their product
being the best fit and quite superior in all technical aspects,
ease of maintenance and superior longevity before deterioration of the positional accuracy and repeatability.”
— Mitch Larson, President, MESH Automation

TOOTH CLUTCHES

Nexen offers over 700 active product
numbers that provide fast nonslip engagement for applications where high torque
is needed. Inexpensive to operate, maintain and repair, these clutches provide all
the torque you need in a small package.

ROTARY INDEXER

Rotary Indexers offer smooth motion,
high load capacity and high speed. With
their precision-grade, high-capacity
cross-roller bearings, Rotary Indexers
can handle loads up to 1,575 kN. They
can also handle speeds up to 225 rpm.
Unlike traditional cam driven systems,
Rotary Indexers can handle peak torque
inputs at any time. This allows for
indexing times up to two times faster
than the competition.

FRICTION BRAKES

Nexen offers the most
dependable technology
available for E-Stop and
holding applications. High
holding force and zero
or low backlash provide
accurate positioning and
increased stiffness of
equipment, resulting in
higher quality end
products.
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